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INTRODUCTION

The understanding of the composition and
characteristics of the Maven repository is very
limited, leaving users and contributors unaware
of the contents they interact with.
 The research will help to make informed
decisions for the optimization of library usage
and contribute to the advancement of software
engineering practices, especially software
distribution.

1.4% of the packages were excluded from the
analysis due to the unavailability of POM files.
Inconsistency between sources

9% of packages - POM file and the index file.
4% of packages - Index file and the repository.
12% of packages - POM file and the repository.

0.08% packages lacked any checksum algorithm.
Sources and Javadoc comprise of 90% of total
qualifiers present in repository.
80% of packages encompassed file types beyond
the top 10 categories.

OBJECTIVE
RQ1 - How common are different
packaging types on Maven?
RQ2 - Which checksums are commonly
used for bytecode and how do they
change over time?
RQ3 - Which qualifiers are widely used on
Maven?
RQ4 - What kinds of files are packaged in
the libraries' executables?

METHODOLOGY
Data Selection - Simple Random Sampling - One
version per package - 479,915 sample packages
Core Infrastructure
RQ1

POM File, Maven Index, Maven Repository
RQ2

Maven Repository - Parsing names of artifacts
RQ3

Maven Repository - Parsing names of artifacts
RQ4

Maven Repository - Resolving the primary
executable and saving extensions of files

ANALYSIS

RESULTS CONCLUSION
Inconsistencies identified among different
data sources, emphasize the need for
improved data consistency and reliability
within the Maven ecosystem.
Encouraging wider adoption of secure hash
functions, as only 1.4% packages utilize them.
Develop adaptable approaches to optimize
Maven library utilization and interplay
between characteristics.
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Figure 1: Overview of Core Infrastructure

Figure 2: Summary of all the results

Maven, a widely adopted software
ecosystem for Java libraries, plays a
critical role in the development and
deployment of software applications. The
research aims to address this knowledge
gap by conducting a comprehensive
analysis of Maven packaging and
informing developers, library maintainers,
and more about Maven library practices.
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